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CONGRATULATIONS, 

You are now an officially licensed NEWSHA partner hair salon for the new NEWSHA Straightening System.  For safe 
handling of the system, we recommend you study this manual carefully. Additionally, you have the opportunity to take 

part in a practical seminar.

All employees must sign the manual after reading:

NAME SIGNATURE
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NEWSHA 
TRIPLE.S LIQUID 
MAXIMUM HAIR STRAIGHTENING – EXTREMELY 
FAST AND EFFECTIVE

Thanks to five highly effective amino acids, the Triple.S Liquid takes hair from frizzy and unruly to smooth and 
sleek in less than an hour. Lasting up to six months, your clients’ hair is noticeably regenerated and healthy.

BEFORE THE APPLICATION the hair is frizzy 
and lustreless. The hair seems dry, rough and 
stressed. 

AFTER THE APPLICATION the hair is 
strengthened, smooth and straight. The hair 
structure is calmed, revitalized and noticeably 
healthy. 

THE RESULT
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RECOMMENDED TOOLS
We suggest the following tools:

» Application bottle with ml-indicator for the measurement of the liquid

»  Hair clips without any metal (NEWSHA hair clips) 

»    Flatiron with 450 degrees available digital setting and constant temperature modus availability

»    NEWSHA Bye Bye Tangle Brush

» Gloves

»    Thin, tiny tail comb (for applying the NEWSHA Super Straight Balm)

DETAILED HAIR ANALYSIS
The Triple.S Liquid is suitable for natural and color-treated hair, as short as 5 cm in length. Prior to application, it 
is important to perform a detailed hair analysis to evaluate the current state of your client’s hair (strength of hair 
and curl, natural or color-treated, hair structure, etc.).

INSTRUCTION FOR USING THE FLATIRON: 
With a 450 degree flat iron, seal hair, strand by strand, up to 7 times (maximum 1 cm strand-wide). 

In the case of structural hair damage the temperature may be reduced too 420 degrees. (During the straighten-
ing process, please always check the temperature of the iron!)

For sleekest results, a higher flat iron temperature is needed, plus the maximum smoothings per strand. If the 
hair structure is too damaged, we recommend a prior treatment with the NEWSHA Rescue System. This regen-
erative treatment should be applied once, two weeks prior,  and once after the Triple.S Treatment. Additionally, 
the NEWSHA All About Smooth Treatment should be applied after the Triple.S  straightening procedure.

NOTES: 
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STEP BY STEP

STEP 1:    Deep Hair Cleansing 
»  1.1 To prep the hair, wash with NEWSHA Deep Cleansing Shampoo, focusing on the lengths, not the scalp. 

STEP 2:  Application of the Straightening Treatment
»  2.1 SHAKE Triple.S Liquid well and fill application bottle

 

 
»    2.2 Towel dry hair, making sure hair is damp, not dripping wet. If the hair is very 

thick, we suggest using a blow-dryer.

»  2.3 Starting at the nape of the neck, divide the hair up to the ear section (sketch 1).

»  2.4 Apply Triple.S Liquid evenly, off the scalp. Massage in with fingertips until foamy. Do 
not add water! 

»  2.5 Afterwards, divide the over-ear are of the hair (sketch 2), and apply the liquid. 
Massage in and comb through. 

   
»  2.6 Finally, work out the remaining sections (sketch 3) above the ears, the temples 

and the fringe (sketch 4).

STEP 3: Straightening Treatment
»  3.1 Let Triple.S Liquid process for 20 minutes. The hair may be pined up with clips. Please avoid contact 

with eyes.

»  3.2 After 20 minutes processing time, rinse the hair thoroughly (5 minutes) with warm water. Continue with 
the »additional treatments« (see page 8).

STEP 4:  Blow dry 
» 4.1 Blow dry the hair until 100% dry, as desired.

STEP 5:  Straighten and seal with the Triple.S Liquid 
» 5.1 Neatly divide the hair into hair 4 sections. 

»  5.2 Section the hair into thin strands and straight them with a 450 degree flat iron. For thicker/curlier 
hair, take thinner sections.

» 5.3 Divide all sections into thin strands, straight and seal.
 

SHAKE

TRIPLE.S 

LIQUID

WELL!
GUIDELINES FINE THICK

Short/mid-long hair 40 ml 50 ml

Mid-long/long hair 50 ml 70 ml

Very long hair 60 ml 80 ml



ADDITIONAL TREATMENTS:

ADDITIONAL ADVICE:
»  The hair can be colored or lightened directly after the Triple.S Treatment, but in order to protect the 

scalp, we recommend waiting a few days before applying additional color or bleaching treatments.

»  Sensitive scalps may feela slight tingling sensation during the treatment. This is normal.

»  In order to achieve an ultimate sleek final finish, please blow dry the hair 100%.

» For guranteed results, we recommend the NEWSHA products for all after care treatments. 

NOTES: 
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CONDITION OF 
THE HAIR

ADDED VALUE PRODUCT APPLICATION

very curly and extremely 
unruly hair

smooth and perfectly 
straightened hair 

Triple.S Liquid
Super Straight Balm
All About Smooth Treatment

–  after STEP 3, blow dry hair up to 80%
–  apply Super Straight Balm section by sec-

tion and work in with a tail comb 
– let the balm react for 20 minutes
– rinse thoroughly
–  apply All About Smooth Treatment
– rinse thoroughly
– continue with STEP 4

highly damaged hair-ends – healthy hair-ends
– smoothness

Triple.S Liquid
Rescue System

– rub down the hair after STEP 3
–  apply RESCUE STEP 1 onto damaged 

areas of the hair and comb through
–  apply RESCUE STEP 2 onto the whole 

hair
– let the product work for 10 minutes
–  rinse thoroughly until water runs clear
– continue with STEP 4

fine, medium- hard to 
comb 

–  easy combing without 
weighting the hair down

– remained volume of the hair

Triple.S Liquid
Flawless Repair Treatment

–  apply Flawless Repair Treatment after 
STEP 3 let the treatment work as instruc-
ted on the tube

– rinse thoroughly
– continue with STEP 4

medium – thick, hard to 
comb and dull hair

– easy combing 
– smoothness and shine

Triple.S Liquid
All About Smooth Treatment

–  apply All About Smooth Treatment after 
STEP 3 and let the treatment work as 
instructed on the tube

– rinse thoroughly
– continue with STEP 4 



FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT:
»  In the weeks after the straightening treatment, we recommend the NEWSHA Daily Ritual Shampoo, 

NEWSHA Daily Weightless Conditioner and NEWSHA High Performance Leave-In Conditioner for daily 
hair care. For intensive caren we suggest the NEWSHA All About Smooth Treatment 2-3 times a week.

»  To intensify shine, the NEWSHA Luxe Treatment Oil can be used as a finisher and care oil. 

»  Furthermore, we recommend the NEWSHA Rescue System for additional hair care.

MODE OF ACTION:
Just like the coils of a spring, the hair has an alpha 
helix structure, held together by disulphide bonds 
(double sulphur bridges). Salt and hydrogen bonds 
provide elasticity, which can be dissolved with water. 

Naturalyl curly hair has at least less sulphur bridges 
than naturally sleek hair, similar to a ladder. With 
missing bonds, the hair is unstable. Due to the 
unique composition of the Triple.S Liquid, it builds 
up additional sulphur bridges (like additional steps 
at the ladder) and straightens the hair.

Furthermore, 5 highly effective amino acids - 
hyaloronan, milk proteins, hydroxyacetic, lipoic acid 

and acetylsalicylic acid - strengthen and revitalize the 
hair. 

LUXE TREATMENT
OIL

DAILY RITUAL 
SHAMPOO

DAILY WEIGHTLESS 
CONDITIONER

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER

ALL ABOUT SMOOTH
TREATMENT
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FIRST GENERATION OF STRAIGHTENING SYSTEMS:
The first generation of straighteners contained formaldehyde, 
which reacted on the surface of the hair, building a glue around 
it. The hair became shiny and straightened but completely lost 
it texture and volume. Styling this straigthened hair with a dyer or 
curling iron became impossible, as the hair remained straight. 
Today, these formaldehyde products are prohibited in Germany 
and most other countries.

SECOND GENERATION OF STRAIGHTENING SYSTEMS:
The second generation of straighteners were Carbocystein based, 
which calmed the hair structure while maintaining volume.  While 
gentler on the hair, these straighteners were not comparable to 
the products of the first generation. 

THIRD GENERATION OF STRAIGHTENING SYSTEM – NEWSHA 
STRAIGHTENING SYSTEM:
Now with the Hyaluronan Technology, the NEWSHA Straightening 
System ensures maximum straightening effectiveness, 
enhances shine and natural hair feeling, all while preserving 
volume. 

CHEMICAL STRAIGHTENING PROCEDURES:
Like a permanent wave application, the suphur bridges 
inside the hair are broken and rebuilt into new shape 
by a smoothing substance. Afterwards, the new shape 
is repaired and the hair is straightened. This straightening 
technique is highly damaging, and not recommended. 
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NOTES: 

STRAIGHTENING SYSTEMS COMPARISON:
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APPLICATION AIDS:
Will the straightening system alter the current hair color? 
  If the straightening treatment is not  properly rinsed out, the hair color may change. This is why we 

do not recommend coloring the hair immediately before applying the Triple.S. Wait at least 2-3 weeks 
before any color treatments.

  For blonde hair, we suggest using the silver artease color refreshing conditioner after STEP 3. After the 
recommended processing time, thoroughly rinse and proceed with STEP 4.

 
My client’s hair smells funny after the treatment. Is this normal? How do I get rid of it?
  Due to the creation of new sulfur bridges in the hair structure, a light sulfur smell is a normal side effect 

and absolutely harmless. In a wet condition, the hairs cuticle layer opens and a small amount of sulfur is 
set free and leads to a slightly recognizable sulfur smell. 

  
After washing the hair, we suggest the NEWSHA All About Smooth Treatment (containing lemon acid to 
neutralize sulfur). Once the hair is dry and the cuticle layers are closed, the smell disappears.

Can the straightening system be used on extensions?
  Yes, but within limits. If the client already has extensions in the hair, the Straightening System can be used on 

the length of the hair, behind the bondings, not at the roots. In this case, the roots remain curly. We suggest 
clients to return 14 days after the treatment to have extensions applied.

When does the client need to return for follow-ups? Do I need to repeat the entire process for touch ups?
Each Triple.S Treatment lasts 3-6 months, depending on the client’s regrowth timeline. Repeat the 
entire process, step-by-step at each follow-up appointment. 

What happens if too much product is used?
 »  rinsing is more difficult
 »  economic loss
 »    artificial hair pigments in the cortex can be altered; dark colors can become brighter, fashion colors 

may lose their shine and intensity, while blonde shades can become more golden/brassy.

Signs of not rinsing the product completely.
 »   the hair is difficult to blow dry and has a light film build up
 »  steam and a strong scent come off the hair during the straightening and blow dry
 » hair color changes

Flatiron tips:
 Straighten each strand slowly and evenly, up to 7 times to ensure even heat distribution.  

Why do I have to straight every strand up to 7 times?
 Because the hair does not reach the desired temperature at once.

WE WISH YOU MUCH SUCCESS WITH THE
 NEWSHA TRIPLE.S STRAIGHTENING SYSTEM!

YOUR NEWSHA-TEAM



INFO@NEWSHABEAUTY.COM | WWW.NEWSHABEAUTY.COM
23207 EARLY AVENUE | TORRANCE | CA | 90505 

P: 888.993.9912 | F: 310.539.9914 
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